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§40 ✴understand・understood・understandable 

2943 Mary couldn't make herself (      ) because of her heavy 

accent. 

➀understand ②to be understood 

③understood ④understanding 〈跡見学園女子大〉 

2944 It is difficult to make her (      ) our intention. 

➀understanding ②to understand 

③understood ④understand 〈いわき明星大〉 

2945 (      ) what he says, I still don't agree with his plan. 

➀To understand ②Understanding 

③Understood ④Understand 〈大阪経済大〉 

2946 (      ) what their teacher said, the students were satisfied. 

①Having understood ②Understood 

③To understand ④Should understand 〈関西学院大〉 

2947 It is essential that the exact cause of the trouble (      ) no 

later than the end of this week. 

①understands ②will understand 

③be understood ④understandable 〈関西学院大〉 

2948 This isn't very clear. Can't you make it more (      )? 

①understand ②understood 

③understandable ④understandably 〈学習院大〉 

2949 The players failed (      ) the directions of their coach. 

①understand ②understanding 

③to understand ④understood 〈千葉工業大〉 
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2950 Learning a foreign language is important for (      ) cultural 

differences among various countries. 

➀to understand ②understand 

③understanding ④understood 〈関東学院大〉 

2951 I talked to him again and again, but I couldn't make him 

(      )  my feelings. 

①understand ②understood  

③understanding ④to understand 〈女子栄養大〉 

2952 Small wonder that he is (      ) person. He has seen much of 

the world. 

➀an understood ②an understanding  

③to understand ④understood 

⑤understanding  〈桜美林大学〉 

2953 Miss Cooper's voice is clear enough to make her speech 

easily (      ). 

①to understand ②understand  

③understanding ④understood 〈近畿大〉 

2954 I don't really want him to attend the meeting, but I do 

(      ) him to be there. 

①wish ②expect ③let ④understand 〈明治大〉 

2955 I (      ) British culture while living in the UK. 

①came to understand ②became to understand 

③came understanding ④became understanding 〈駒澤大〉 
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2956 They wrote the warnings in several languages for tourists 

(      ). 

①to be able to understand  

②to be understood  

③understand 

④understanding  〈実践女子大〉 

2957 It took so much time to make him (      ) what I really 

wanted to say. 

①understand ②understood 

③understanding ④to understand 〈白百合女子大〉 

2958 I would have enjoyed the film more if I (      ) Chinese a 

little better. 

①could understand ②can understand  

③have understood ④could have been understood 
   〈成城大〉 

2959 We were all amazed at (      ) the complex issues involved 

so quickly. 

①he understands ②he understood  

③for understanding ④his understanding 

⑤he understanding  〈大東文化大〉 

2960 His theory is very difficult for me to (      ). 

➀understanding ②understand  

③understand it ④be understood 〈日本大〉 
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2961 He is not very humble since he was speaking as if he (       ) 

everything. 

①has understood ②understood  

③understand ④will understand 〈宮崎大〉 

2962 They were (      ) that they might be able to help. 

①wondering ②watching  

③hoping ④understanding 〈明治大〉 

2963 My cat is smart. She seems (      ) what I say to her both in 

Japanese and English. 

①understand ②understanding 

③to understand ④can understand 〈東北福祉大〉 

2964 She managed to (      ) in English. 

①make her understanding  

②making her understand 

③make herself understood  

④make herself understand 〈九州女子大〉 


